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Sound Equipment
Speakers :

All prices inc GST

Acoustic Tech 12'' Powered speaker

AT 12”
Powered 15”

Desription

Self powered speaker perfect for small partys
Acoustic Tech 15'' Powered speaker
Self powered 400 watt speaker perfect for extra
sound great for large parties.

AT powered
15”

CORDLESS MICS
Reliable cordless mic with quality sound.
Handheld or Lapel available

CORD MIC

B52 Matrix 1000 system (700 Watt)
Complete set up with 2x 10'' speakers with
stands & a 15'' sub woofer. Value for money sound.
various models available inc duel, single & lapell

Sub PA system

B52 Matrix 2000 System (1200 Watt)
Complete set up with 2x 12'' speakers with stands
& a 18'' sub woofer, Fantastic bottom end and
beautiful crisp sound.

Sub PA system
large

Peak duel 15”passive speaker 800 watts
2x15'' 800w passive speaker, with great bottom
end and plenty of power with a great sopund

15”passive

Peak 15''
Peak 15'' Passive Speaker 600w Powerful.

600 watt

Peak 15''
15'' 400w Passive speaker

400 watt

YAMAHA EMX 2000
10 channel powered (200watts)8ohm mixer,
includes effects.

Power amplifiers / Mixers
Warfdale Pro,
Assorted range.
E Systems pro Amp
Audio assemblers 200 watt mixer amp (easy set-up)

Lighting:

Lighting:

StarBall

STARBALL

White or Coloured continuous revolving effect,
creates instant atmosphere like a mirrorball,
only5 times better.
Razor led
Wall to wall coverage of led beams providing a
great room fill effect. This is the best value for
money lighting effect
Colour Fusion LED
Powerful colour changing effect that is a complete
DJ lightshow in itself, professional effect that will.
bring a room alive.
LED Par 64 wash light
Various coloured high powered LED wash light

RAZORLED

COL FUS LED

COL FUS LED

UV LED 1 Watt!
1 Watt UV LED Panel. High powered with a massive
throw distance!!
PINSPOT
Perfect light to reflect of a Mirrorball

UVLED

LED Edge
Sound activated vivid coloured beams perfect for
a room fill light ...great effect..Our best effect

LED Edge

Dual gem
Moon flower effect light, Red, green, blue &
white beams of light. Sound activated
Single Green Laser
Sound activated with a huge amount of laser
projected shapes and animation

DUALGEM

I-LED 340
led effect which sparkles vibrant colours and is
also sound activated

I-LED

PINSPOT

G.LASER

Lighting:

Mirror ball with Pinspot
70s look mirror ball with motor and pinspot

M ball

1500w Strobe
1500w giga strobe – very powerful effect

Strobe

Acme strobe 75 watt
Great for a home party basic strobe value for money

Acme strobe

LED Starball
Rotating white LED disco ball

Led Starball

HALLUCINATION
Halogen rotating effect light...good 70s effect

Hallucination

SPOTKNIGHT
Moving head with various different shapes and
colours rotating 360degrees around the room.
The cheapest moving head available

SPOTKNIGHT

EFX Units

Smoke/Bubbles/Haze

Large SMOKE 1200w
1200 watt fogger with controller.
Fogger comes complete with full tank of fluid.

Z1200II

Large smoke machine Antari Z 1000
1000 watt smoke machine with controller
Smoke machine comes complete with fluid.

Z1000

Antarti F80 Z smoke machine
small smoke machine that packs a punch for its money.
Includes fluid
Bubble Machine Large inc proper bubble fluid
Remote controlled machine this is the best of the best.

Antari Hazer Z300 fazer
Near-perfect, translucent constant output.
Variable volume and comes equipped with timer remote.

Bubble M

Mister Cool Large
Low Lying fog effect using fluid and ice to make a
thick blanket of fog along the floor. Weddings a speciality
Fogger comes complete with full tank of fluid.
self operate

Turn Tables, CDJ'S, Mixers
CDJ 1000 mk3
Pioneer CDJ 1000 industry standard for years the
Pioneer CDJ 1000 has features as live hot
cues vinyl mode and live looping.
CDJ 200
Smaller pioneer CDJ great for the beginner DJ or
someone working with little space.

cdj1000mk3

Technics SL1200 Mk2 Turntable
The choice of vinyl dj's for many years. The
1200mk is industry standard.

Sl1200

Djm 800
The industry standard mixer for venues all around
Australia. The pioneer DJM 800 is a 4 chanel mixer
with full effects bank and colour effects for each
chanel
Djm 600
The DJM 600 is a smaller version of the 800 with
4 chanels and a full effect bank.

djm800

Djm 400
The djm 400 is a smaller 2 chanel mixer with full
effects bank.

djm400

cdj200

djm 600

DJ Console includes 2 turntables and mixer
Quality turntables and brilliant Mixer

Alllen & Heath xone 92
4 chanel mixer with 2 mic inputs and full effects
bank.

xone92

Stands & Trussing, Illuminated Furniture
Speaker/ lighting stand's
Lighting stand: Tbar & tripod lighting stand holds

from

Up to 4 lights
Speaker Stand: Tripod speaker stand
Illuminated Table – Incredible stable and strong colour
Changing colour LED table. Creates fantastic atmosphere.
Strong enough to eat from , lean on and

Illuminated furniture
Cocktail bar colour changing , can be joined to make
longer bar, Great mood effect .
Great for a DJ console
Prices start from $20
Various pieces available, ice buckets,bars,tables etc

www.cliffhangers.com.au

Ph 0755942900

Please note that all audio and sound packages can be adjusted to suit customer.

